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Fiskars revolutionized the way the world thought about scissors
with the introduction of the iconic orange-handled scissors in 1967.
Since then, our scissors have become the standard of quality –
selling over 1 billion worldwide.

the revolution continues...
Introducing the new RazorEdge™ Premium Fabric Shears collection.
Completely redesigned for enthusiasts who love fabric, they offer unmatched
cutting performance, comfort and smooth operation.
The standard has just changed again.

premium fabric shears

fabrics & multiple layers
RazorEdge™ Premium Fabric Shears

• Ideal for cutting fabrics like silk, oil cloth, light leather, polyester, cotton, crepe, felt and much more
• RazorEdge™ Shears feature ultra-sharp stainless-steel blades that glide through fabric for clean cuts all the way to the tip

Protective sheath
Keeps blades safe
and protected

Ultra-sharp,
stainless-steel blades
Glide through fabric for a
precise, clean cut, all the
way to the tip

Exceptional comfort
Sculpted thumb and finger
loops fit the shape and natural
movement of the hand
Softgrip® touchpoints
Thumb loop, finger loop and
index finger touchpoints for
enhanced comfort and control

Advanced pivot design
In-blade design delivers our
smoothest action ever

®

RazorEdge™ Fabric Shears (5")
181500-1001: $16.99 (3/18) 020335047372

RazorEdge™ Softgrip Fabric Shears (5")
181550-1001: $18.99 (3/18) 020335047396

RazorEdge™ Fabric Shears (8")
181800-1001: $21.99 (3/18) 020335047433

RazorEdge™ Softgrip Fabric Shears (8")
181850-1001: $23.99 (3/18) 020335047389

RazorEdge™ Fabric Shears (9")
181900-1001: $25.99 (3/18) 020335047419

RazorEdge™ Softgrip Fabric Shears (9")
181950-1001: $27.99 (3/18) 020335047402

®

®

®

RazorEdge™ Softgrip Fabric Shears Set (5" + 8")
181650-1001: $39.99 (3/18) 020335047426
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thick & Heavy fabrics
Amplify® RazorEdge™ Premium Fabric Shears

• Ideal for cutting multiple layers and thick fabrics like leather,
upholstery, vinyl, burlap, suede, flannel and much more
• Amplify® technology senses blade separation when cutting
thick fabrics and forces the blades back together for crisp,
clean cuts every time
• RazorEdge™ Shears feature ultra-sharp stainless-steel
blades that glide through fabric for clean cuts all the way to
the tip

Exceptional Comfort
Sculpted thumb and finger
loops fit the shape and natural
movement of the hand

™

Amplify torsion bar
Adjusts the blade to its
optimal angle

Protective sheath
Keeps blades safe
and protected

Softgrip®
touchpoints
Enhanced comfort
and control

Floating blade tang
Allows the transfer of
energy to the torsion bar

How it works
Amplify™ RazorEdge™ Fabric Shears (6")
170610-1001: $24.99 (3/18) 020335047488

Amplify™ RazorEdge™ Fabric Shears (8")
170810-1001: $29.99 (3/18) 020335047471

Amplify™ RazorEdge™ Shears (10")
171010-1001: $39.99 (3/18) 020335047495
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Amplify technology senses
blade separation when
cutting thick materials and
forces the blades back
together for crisp, clean cuts
every time.

Ultra-sharp,
stainless-steel blades
RazorEdge™ blades for clean,
precise cuts through fabric, all
the way to the tip

Amplify™ torsion bar

floating
blade tang

thick & heavy mixed media
Amplify® Mixed Media Shears

• Ideal for cutting multiple layers and thick and heavy
mixed media materials like cardstock, magnet, chipboard,
fiberglass cloth and much more
• Amplify® technology senses blade separation when
cutting thick fabrics and forces the blades back together
for crisp, clean cuts every time

Exceptional Comfort
Sculpted thumb and finger
loops fit the shape and natural
movement of the hand

™

Amplify torsion bar
Adjusts the blade to its
optimal angle

Protective sheath
Keeps blades safe
and protected

Softgrip®
touchpoints
Enhanced comfort
and control

Floating blade tang
Allows the transfer of
energy to the torsion bar

Premium-grade,
stainless-steel blades
Cut cleanly, all the way to the tip

How it works
Amplify™ Mixed Media Shears (6")
170620-1001: $24.99 (3/18) 020335047457

Amplify technology senses
blade separation when
cutting thick materials and
forces the blades back
together for crisp, clean cuts
every time.

Amplify™ torsion bar

floating
blade tang

Amplify™ Mixed Media Shears (8")
170820-1001: $29.99 (3/18) 020335047464

Amplify™ Mixed Media Shears (10")
171020-1001: $39.99 (3/18) 020335047440
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